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As the iPad celebrates its first birthday, we thought what better time to take a look at
the Educational Apps market. Few predicted at launch just how successful this device
would be.

Average analysis predicted that 3.3 million iPads would be sold in 20101:

Actual number of iPads sold was 14.8 million (almost x5 more than predicted):

Oppenheimer and Co2 also predict that in 2011 there will be 15.1 million iPads shipped,
with this figure expected to rise to 155 million by 20143.
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http://mashable.com/2011/01/27/ipad-one-year-infographic/
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http://www.opco.com/ an investment boutique
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http://www.onlinesocialmedia.net/20110127/apple-ipads-first-birthday-today-telling-a-story/
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Given this steep rise in sales, it is easy to see why many are predicting 2011 to be the
year of the tablet. New tablets are coming out all the time: Asus are currently
developing unusual and innovative hardware ideas, Notion Ink are experimenting with
display technologies and Blackberries PlayPad, Motorola’s Xoom and the iPad 2 are all
due for launch this year.

But it is not just tablets that have had a good year, 2010 saw smartphones no longer
being the toys of early adopters but firmly mass market devices with a variety of makes
and models to choose from. Strategy Analytics reports that shipments of smartphones
globally grew 66% last year to 292.9m units4.

These touch screen devices have created a whole new category of computing and
information distribution.

Throughout 2010 many column inches and internet forums were filled with speculation
regarding how these devices may be the solution that publishers were looking to
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http://www.musicweek.com/story.asp?sectioncode=1&storycode=1044035&c=1
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effectively monetise digital content. However as we enter 2011 it is clear that the
introduction of these devices has created as many new challenges and questions as they
have solved old ones, especially as the lines between web, app and print products
become increasingly blurred.

Those companies that will have the potential to greatly succeed expectations of ROI are
those that are able to imagine solutions to their customers problems in ways that may
not be expected and crucially, to provide magic within these learning experience. To
create powerful app content, publishers need to be savvy in spotting these
opportunities for magic alongside the business logic that publishers have been
employing for years.

This is the first of two white papers that looks at the challenges facing publishers looking
to enter the apps marketplace. This paper, part 1, explores the challenges and changes
facing publishers looking to enter this marketplace, and highlights the opportunities and
solutions facing publishers. Part two looks in more detail at successful apps in the
marketplace and details case studies from those publishers producing them.

Definition
We are using the term app, which is an abbreviation for application. Technically an app
is a piece of software that can be run on the internet, on a computer, on a smartphone
or on a tablet device. For the purpose of this white paper when we talk about apps we
are talking about applications purchased through either the Apple App Store or Android
Market.
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Confusingly Google refer to their online services as apps and also have an application
hosting service called Google App Engine. Neither of these services are included for
discussion here.

Operating System market trends

One of the key questions we are asked by publishers in all sectors considering app
development is what platform should they design their app for? And does it really
matter?

Google Android and Apple iOS emerged from 2010 as rising superpowers in the mobile
computing world and analysts predict that competitive activity between the two
platforms is only likely to increase in 20115. Android-powered smartphones may be
leading in the market, however it appears that this is not currently translating into app
sales, this is where Apple’s app store seems to currently have a clear advantage.
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http://www.zdnet.com/blog/btl/android-vs-apple-the-2011-cage-match/43682
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Indeed Apple have been using apps as a key component of their advertising strategy for
their iPhone and iPad hardware devices. The messages are clear: “purchase this
iPad/iPhone device and you can access all these fun and useful applications”, and so you
buy the device with the apps in mind. Android powered smartphone advertising is more
focussed on the functionality of the smartphone with the possibility of downloading
additional content being a more secondary element of marketing messages. At present,
apps for the Apple App Store and Android Market have to be programmed in different
ways. We spoke to Simon Hedger from Spacebar Interactive who told us that this was
often a headache for publishers looking to enter the app market:

“Choosing which operating system to invest in, is a common stumbling block for
publishers, and making a decision about which operating system to target often stops
development in its tracks. Especially when development costs are high, they don’t
want to spend £20,000 on developing an Apple app, only to pay the same amount
again to offer it on Android. At Spacebar Interactive we are trying to reduce this
difficulty for publishers by using a method which allows for much lower transition
costs from one platform than the other”
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Apple’s App Store dominated 2010 and was responsible for nine out of ten app
downloads.

Research firm Gartner believes that while other app stores are likely to make gains, it
predicts that Apple will continue to dominate through to the end 2014 6. However even
if Gartner is close with its estimates we believe that the next few years will bring
significant changes to the app market and that Google is likely to remain aggressive in
pursuit of its slice of the app pie.
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http://www.mediapost.com/publications/?fa=Articles.showArticle&art_aid=143686
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The safest choice for publishers is probably to continue to focus primarily on developing
for Apple devices but to be aware of the position of other app stores and strongly
consider how content could re-developed for Android in the cheapest and quickest way
possible to ensure they are prepared should the market shift.

Education apps types

There are a wide range and variety of education apps currently available in both the App
Store and Android App Market, all performing different functions and fulfilling different
purposes for very different users. These can be can be grouped together as follows:
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Learning games
•Often aimed at young children who may access them through their
parents device.
•Often Phonics/Number based

Interactive reference apps
•Can be found from primary to professional
•These are often granulated works, split around a particular topic. They
can be used for revision purposes but are not designed to fulfil that
particular function. Often used by professionals in a work
environment.

Revision tools
•Suitable from primary to professional
•Targeted towards a particular award or qualification,
•These apps often include a basic testing engine and are often built
around a flashcard format.

Enhanced ebooks
• digitised versions of a full book, but often with added features that
enhances the text by means of function (search, social media or notations)
or by means of media (links, video or audio). Currently these are
predominately seen in higher education publishing.
•Apple's new policy regarding ebook content for reader apps may indicate
an eagerness for apps to enter this enhanced ebook market

Profiling or planning tools
•Usually from secondary upwards and can be fun in outlook and design.
•Often given out for free to market premium content and upsell other
resources

Information calculators and widgits
•Designed to serve a single and particular purpose.
•Useful for maths and science based subjects
•Works well for apps designed to be used by professionals - i.e. Drug
calculators
•These are also sometimes created as a means for marketing additional
products and services

SEN specific apps
•The intuitive nature of touch screen devices makes the hardware well suited
for children and adults with learning difficulties.
•These products are always specialised and created to fulfill a particular need.
•They often commandeer higher prices than traditional apps.
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In additional to these categories there are a wide range of lifelong learning applications
designed for adults around subject areas that may be interesting and enhance their
skillset or outlook. These include many language and skills apps and are illustrated well
by the types of apps present in the …. For dummies range.

Key changes and challenges of app publishing

It is clear that apps offer publishers many opportunities. However they do require
content producers to think in different ways about suppliers, content and business
models in order to enter this market successfully.

Key changes and challenges of app publishing are:
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Dealing with a new customer in a new sales channel
Traditionally models for selling education products usually involve the buy in of a
particular institution and organisation. Sales and marketing are largely handled through
sales reps and catalogues (and in some cases a website). Selling apps gives publishers
the opportunity to sell straight to individuals. Primary and secondary publishers may
find that their content is now purchased by parents and students themselves rather
than schools. These buyers are likely to require different content and product types
than schools and so publishers need to think carefully about where valuable products
lie. Marketing to this different segment of the market may require new marketing
approaches and messages to be considered. Search becomes increasingly important to
make your app findable in the market.

Dealing with customers more directly gives publishers real opportunities to have
stronger connections with their users. However it also exposes them more fully to the
expectations and judgements of the customer. Rating and review functionality is widely
used by purchasers when making decisions about apps. Good reviews and plentiful high
ratings can impact on sales so it is important to monitor these closely. One of best ways
to create a likeable corporate persona is to respond to online comments that may
criticise, feedback or make general observations about your app. Make these responses
interested, sympathetic and human and you can often turn a negative customer
experience into a positive one as well as demonstrate to future purchasers that this app
is well and regularly maintained and important to the business. This contact with the
consumer and the ease with which they can comment and rate the product makes it
crucial that publishers apps are good. Those that don’t deliver an engaging user
experience straight away are likely to disappoint. This makes usability and careful
consideration of the user interface absolutely key in app publishing.
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Low pricing
Digital distribution has created expectations among consumers that prices of digital
products should be lower than their hardcopy counterpoints, often a source of
complaint and concern among publishers dealing with production and development
costs.

Apps products are traditionally priced keenly and average prices for apps range between
59p and £2.99.although many apps are given away freely. As of February 2011 only 8
apps in the top 50 top grossing education apps had price points above £2.99. In the top
50 purchased education apps (based on units sold) no app cost more than £2.99.
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Applications that charge premium points (£2.99 and above) are usually providing very
specific information and providing a solution to a difficult problem. As demonstrated by
Proloquo2Go, a communication solution tool for those that have difficulty in speaking.

Higher price points are usually derived from the value the app gives the user and the
type of problem it solves, although specific premium content can also command higher
price points as demonstrated by the medical content apps that are available:
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Functionality for functionality’s sake appears to have very little effect and users appear
to use and value those apps that perform a specific task very well to those that try to
offer solutions to too many problems.

Granularity of content
Apps are well suited to granular publishing and this is a key way that publishers can try
and make low price points still generate healthy profits. Publishers can choose to sell
content in many different forms, either by chapter, topics, qualification or subject area.
Content producers need to think carefully about how existing content could be split and
repurposed into new products that solve specific information needs or problems. For
many this may also involve thinking about a completely new consumer and their needs,
wants and desires which may differ considerably from traditional targets.

App development
Digital product development requires a very different publishing cycle from traditional
print publishing.
©Shift Learning 2011
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The linear model used to create a printed book looks something like this:

Commissioning

Development

Production

Manufacturing

Distribution

In order to meet customer demand for high quality and up-to-date digital products
publishers need to change to a more circular, iterative model, which may look more like
this:

Concept
Choose
platform

Reiteration

Feedback

Commissioning

Customisation

Development

Service
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App development, particularly for those without in-house capabilities and capacity can
be daunting and expensive.

Simon Hedger from Spacebar Interactive spoke of his publishing operations experience
during his time at Pearson and Penguin, “New pricing models and business working
practices can make it difficult for publishers to estimate and simplify costs. Traditionally
publishers have tried to group costs, for example an A type book, a B type book to help
estimate pricing. Suddenly they are forced to work with a mixture of people and quick
wins are less easy to spot.”

Being able to simplify costs for digital development is currently a big challenge for many
as they are faced with new costs and dealing with developers who may have little
knowledge and experience about how traditional publishing cycles and processes work.
Publishers need to ensure that they leave enough time and budget for the iterative
process (including user testing and implementation of these changes) prior to launch.
Traditionally publishers have not been as comfortable with this process of building and
reviewing which can often lead to an escalation of costs.

Problem targeted publishing
As with enhanced eBooks, it is clear that value doesn’t come from functionality or
features. Rather it is derived from customer benefits. New products must answer
fundamental customer needs to add value. As a result each subject area can behave like
a different market. It follows that functionality and interactivity may be valued
©Shift Learning 2011
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differently in each market and need to be tailored according to requirements of the
specific product and the needs of that particular market.

Opportunities

A number of interesting opportunities exist for publishers in this apps market:
Low price points encourage impulse purchases. The decision making process for
buying apps is quick.
Can give publishers a strong and unique connection with the end user.
Reach new customers and sell into new markets.
Avoid public sector cuts by going direct to the consumer
Leapfrog competitors with brands that are well established in the physical retail
chain
Marketing costs can be low.
Platforms are well established.
There is a demand for educational content. Apple and Google have both been
aggressive in trying to secure a section of the educational market through iTunes
U and Google Apps for education. In addition we are aware of Apple offering
encouragement and assistance to those publishing organisations developing
apps for its platform.
Creating free apps and giving away select bits of premium content can be useful
marketing tools and help build strong profiles of their readership.
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Business and pricing models

There is a lot of discussion and debate about what is the best or most profitable
business model for app publishing. But there is no one size fits approach when it comes
to these business models. Publishers need to design a business model around each
individual group of products based on their objectives for these apps.

Some appropriate business models for app content are as follows:
Free fun app –used to promote other digital content or sell additional book
chapters
Free app – used to gather useful contact data
Free – snippet to entice users to purchase more content
Granulated content – sold on a per chapter/per topic basis perhaps allowing
users to collect content as they go along or simply repurposing as standalone
products – designed to solve a single problem or information need.
Subscription models –these are used a lot in newspaper and magazine publishing
– could be useful for products that are regularly released as new editions.

In part two of this white paper we will investigate these business models in a little more
detail and provide examples.
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Conclusions

Publishers must make informed investment decisions about apps to carefully weigh the risk
against the upside. They then need to produce usable, accessible products which really
meet user needs, with business models that fit the way that customers purchase and prices
that reflect the value they deliver.

New customers bring new challenges. Marketing personas can be useful tools to help
thinking about a new segmentation of the market and could help publishers make decisions
about which products to launch into this market and how content could be granulated
effectively.

We believe that apps that are designed to solve specific problems or information needs in
the most effective and user friendly way are those that will stand out from the crowd.
Publishers need to look at ways in which their content can become magical by interpreting
consumers’ needs in ways that may not have been expected and think laterally about the
content they already have. Those publishers that can spot this opportunity for magic and
keep their development processes logical are the most likely to succeed in this emerging
market place.
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Shift Learning Market Research services

In order to make the best investment decisions you need to understand clearly what your
customers value. For this you may need market research, for which you may need Shift
Learning.
Each research project we design for our clients is different and based on their needs. We
offer the following core research methodologies to our clients:

Desk research
eSurveys
Telephone interviews / CATI interviews
Focus groups, online focus groups
Face to face interviews, often combined with usability testing to uncover user
experience

eConsultancy
We can help our clients fulfil the potential of their web development projects in a number
of ways.
Feasibility analysis
Requirements prioritisation
Agency selection for outsourced development
Search engine optimisation
Implementation management
Security and post implementation issues
Marketing personas
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Usability Testing
Shift Learning offers a complete usability service that takes you through the development
process, from prototype stage through to pre-launch testing, offering concrete
recommendations to improve your product.

True user-centred design can only be achieved through increased knowledge of the
customer. We can help you achieve the depth of knowledge which leads to great sites, by
putting together a package that fits your budget.

Benefits of better usability
Increased sales through an enhanced customer experience and favourable reviews
Increased goodwill creating a higher number of repeat customers
Reduced development costs as customer issues can be highlighted earlier in the
development process.

Our usability services
An expert usability review of your app
App usability troubleshooting
Usability testing with customers from your target market
Focus groups (face-to-face and online)

Many thanks to Simon Hedger for sharing his thoughts and insight with us for this White Paper, Spacebar
Interactive support publisher and authors to promote books by transforming content into interactive
marketing applications for mobile devises. http://spacebarinteractive.com/#
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